Technician Certification
Chapter 5

ACROSS

3. If a technician takes and passes all eight of the automobile tests and has achieved two or more years of work experience, ASE will award the designation of __________.______

5. _________/______ is the ASE A2 content area.

7. ______-______ have one correct answer and three incorrect answers.

13. ASE requires that you have two or more years of full-time, hands-on ________-______ either as an automobile, truck, truck equipment, or school bus technician, engine machinist, or in collision repair, refinishing, or damage analysis and estimating for certification.

16. ______-______ include answers that are all correct except one.

18. In Canada, in all provinces and territories but Quebec and British Columbia, an __________ is required.______ is a nonprofit association founded in 1972, and its main goal is to improve the quality of vehicle service through standardized testing and volunteer certification.

19. _________ is the ASE A6 content area.

20. Answers that are feasible, but not correct, are called ________-______ generally not knowledge-based questions, but rather require experience to answer correctly.

DOWN

1. ______ is the ASE A5 content area.

2. ______ is the ASE A1 content area.

6. ______ are generally considered to be the most difficult according to service technicians who take the ASE test.

9. ________ ask which of the following is least likely to be the cause of a problem or symptom.

11. ______ ask which of the four possible items listed is the most likely to cause the problem or symptom.

14. ______ is the ASE A4 content area.

15. The ______ is the correct answer.